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Abstract—Conventional approaches for adapting security enforcement in the face of attacks rely on administrators to make policy changes that will limit damage to the system. Paradigm shifts in the capabilities of attack tools demand supplementary strategies that can also adjust policy enforcement dynamically. We extend the current research by proposing an approach for integrating real-time security assessment data into access control systems. Critical application scenarios are tested to examine the impact of using risk data in policy evaluation and enforcement.

Index Terms—Context Awareness, Adaptive Access Control, Vulnerability Assessment

I. INTRODUCTION

Many of the measures used to achieve or maintain system security require the intervention of a human administrator who adjusts the system to respond to changing conditions including intrusions and attacks. While the oversight of a human administrator will likely never be dispensed with completely, ongoing trends regarding the speed and dynamism of attacks have continued to reduce the degree of response and containment that administrators can offer before attacks cause significant damage. The changing nature of attacks was noted in [1] and has since been confirmed in various other reports such as [2]. Amongst the factors noted in the initial report were the following: 1) increasing automation and speed of attack tools, 2) increasing sophistication of attack tools and 3) faster discovery of vulnerabilities.

The first factor implies that each of the four common phases of automated attacks (scanning, compromising, propagating and coordinated management) are being done more quickly and effectively. Attack tools use exploits in the midst of scanning and automatically initiate attack cycles. As a result, the window of response before an attack moves on to the next stage is no longer based on the response time of a human attacker and can, therefore, easily outpace a human administrator's ability to respond.

The second factor indicates that attackers increasingly use techniques to conceal the nature of the tools they use. In addition, the tools themselves are more modular and exhibit more dynamic behavior. This leads us to the notion that security mechanisms must be able to consider multiple factors when assessing the intrusiveness of a given event.

The third factor was supported with the analysis that the number of new vulnerabilities reported more than doubles each year, often due to examination of existing code for newly discovered vulnerability classes. This implies a wider number of available attack vectors at any given point in time. It also implies that the potential for publicizing vulnerabilities will create more occurrences of widespread exploitation of the same vulnerability. Although, in its 2007 annual report IBM’s Internet Security Systems (ISS) group reported that vulnerabilities in 2007 were down five percent compared to 2006. The number of those vulnerabilities that were classified as severe (high impact) rose by 28 percent [2]. The report also noted that of all of the vulnerabilities newly discovered in 2007, that only 50 percent of them are correctable with a vendor patch, meaning that the need for detecting vulnerability exploitation as a indicator of attack will remain critical.

The current paradigm for responding to these threats, however, still largely revolves around many of the same techniques: assessing probable threats to systems and preemptively enacting security measures, or monitoring the state of the system through log files or using intrusion detection systems and manually adjusting security policies to mitigate or respond to intrusions based on reports from analysis mechanisms.

The nature of the attacks as discussed earlier, demands more dynamic responses. With attacks progressing more rapidly and in a more sophisticated fashion, responses by human administrators must be augmented by responses that can be triggered based on changing system conditions. It is necessary, therefore, to confront both the need for dynamic responses and the lack of models that facilitate the evaluation of security metrics in real-time. For these two key reasons, we propose a model for dynamically assessing the risk posed by incoming access requests and a framework for triggering responses based on risk data. In addition, two architectures for integrating risk assessment into access control systems are proposed and evaluated. The
standards for vulnerability assessment, provided under the heading of risk metrics has, utilizing the into the performance of access control. Previous work the inclusion of dynamic intrusion-based assessments measurement of vulnerability magnitudes which is produced standards for the objective the topic under discussion. Work in vulnerability techniques that can be triggered based on risk data. ongoing attacks; this work provides a library of vulnerabilities. Work in intrusion response has explored, categorized and outlined techniques for responding to ongoing attacks; this work provides a library of techniques that can be triggered based on risk data. 

A. Vulnerability Assessment

The Common Vulnerability Scoring System [3] is an open standard for describing the impact of system vulnerabilities. It includes three broad categories of metrics: base metrics which are inherent to the vulnerability, temporal metrics which measure aspects of the vulnerability that change over time and environmental metrics that measure aspects of the vulnerability that are specific to a particular environment. The group of base metrics includes the following properties: access vector, access complexity, authentication, confidentiality impact, integrity impact and availability impact. Each property has three possible discrete values and the values for all of the properties are used together to calculate a base score for the vulnerability.

B. Risk Metrics

The authors in [4] develop a metric for assessing the overall security of a network by assessing the accessible services on the network. For each service, its historical record of vulnerabilities and the frequency of those vulnerabilities is used to estimate a probability that new vulnerabilities will be discovered and hence present an opportunity for would-be attacks. The security policies employed on the network are also examined to assess the potential for attack propagation. This approach serves as a significant foundation for the risk model which is subsequently proposed.

In [5] a number of methods for vulnerability assessment are used to improve the accuracy of an intrusion prevention system. A vulnerability scanner is used to monitor system services and keep an updated record of their current vulnerabilities - this information is used to filter out alerts for vulnerability alerts that do not apply to the current version of the service. The alerts themselves are also filtered by only considering alerts linked to vulnerabilities with references in the Common Vulnerability and Exposures (CVE) database [6].

C. Threat Assessment

The approach to integrated security used by Ryutov et al. [7, 8] is based the notion of an advanced security policy that can specify allowed activities, detect abuse and respond to intrusions. Each of these tasks (access control, intrusion detection and intrusion response) is performed by a single, multi-phase policy evaluator. A global 'System Threat Level' is used to integrate information from outside intrusion detection systems. Teo et al. [9] propose a system to manage network level system access that considers threat information. Each node and service in the system has an associated access threshold. This threshold is checked against the threat level of a part requesting access to determine if access is granted. The threat level of a source is regulated (increased and decreased) when signatures are triggered that specify the type of action to match and the type of threat level adjustment that should be performed. In [10] the authors use a framework to assess the risk associated with granting a given access request and a corresponding level of trust required by any subject seeking to execute the request. In parallel, the trust level of the actual requesting subject is calculated and compared with the established value for the request to form a decision for the request.

D. Intrusion Response

In [11] a taxonomy of intrusion response systems is offered that classifies systems based on multiple factors. One of the factors is their method for selecting which response is used in a given situation. Methods for response selection are divided into three: those that map attacks statically, those that do so dynamically based on some parameters and those that use a calculation of the relative cost of the intrusion with the cost of the response. Our approach to response selection is roughly within the third category. The author of the access control policy is responsible for deciding which security risk factors (i.e. global system risk, risk from the requesting source or risk to the target) will be used during policy evaluation. A threshold is then set to designate the acceptable limit for the risk parameter before the request is blocked. In [12] a data mining approach to log file analysis is used in order to maintain a list of IP addresses which are banned from the access control system being protected. This type of data-influenced intrusion response is similar to the approach being presented, with the addition that the current approach aggregates risk data along multiple
dimensions (source, target and action) and thus provides more possibilities for response.

III. ADAPTIVE ASSESSMENT BASED ACCESS CONTROL

A. Overview
The proposed solution for achieving attack-resistant access control is the use of real-time assessment data in access control policy evaluation and enforcement. Specifically, evidences of vulnerability exploitation are collected and analyzed into a higher level risk assessment for the sources and targets of access control requests. This risk assessment is subsequently used as an additional parameter or contextual property in access control policies so that permit and deny decisions for an incoming request are based on an assessment of the risk posed by the requesting source and/or the risk posed to the targeted resource. This approach has been termed the Adaptive Assessment-Based Access Control System (ABACUS). The underlying methodology for this approach is that adaptive security mechanisms must essentially rely on three interrelated processes: data acquisition, data analysis and data application.

Because such a system is heavily dependent on data, the quality of such data is an important issue. This approach assumes the presence of data imperfections and has two strategies for dealing with such imperfections. In anticipation of situations where there is a lack of data (essentially missed detections), the approach relies on a best-effort estimation strategy so that if some intrusive behavior is missed the preponderance of data on a particular entity will still be enough to indicate where the greatest risk lies. The idea is that if we can detect enough of the intrusive activity we can still limit damage to the system, even without detecting all of it. During instances in which there is inaccurate data (essentially false detections) we employ two different filtering techniques to reduce the impact of inaccurate data on the overall risk assessment.

B. Analysis Model
The purpose of the analysis model is to produce a risk assessment for specific system entities based on data from a detection sensor. In this case, the data are descriptions of attempts to exploit software vulnerabilities. There are several difficulties that preclude making access control decisions based on an assessment regarding the intrusiveness of the request itself. The vast majority of the sensors for detecting intrusive behavior do not function with the level of accuracy necessary to dependably base access control decisions on their output. Therefore, we moved to the challenge of simply making 'better' access control decisions using data regarding system state in general and from intrusion detection sensors in particular. The approach is twofold: 1) aggregate incoming data on the sources and targets of suspicious events and 2) instead of attempting to assess new requests directly regarding their intrusiveness, we instead assess the request using previously derived data on the source of the request and the target of the request. Additional details regarding the analysis model are offered in [13].

Estimating Risk for Events/Requests
Risk is associated with a probable intrusion attempt, evidenced by an attempt to exploit a vulnerability the system. The risk posed by a request, therefore, is proportional to the severity of the vulnerabilities it is suspected to be seeking to exploit.

The CVSS standard provides a widely accepted, quantitative measurement scale for the severity of vulnerabilities, and therefore we will leverage that standard for the rating of vulnerabilities. The overall method for providing a single vulnerability estimate based on multiple vulnerabilities spread out over time is derived from the method used in [4]. The method has been adapted, however, to take as input a set of vulnerabilities associated with a request, instead of the set of vulnerabilities that apply to a particular service. The function \( R(\eta_j) \) given as Equation 1 provides an estimation of the total risk for a request \( \eta_j \) by taking the exponential average of all of the vulnerability descriptions associated with that request. The exponential average was chosen, as noted in [4], to provide a risk estimate for the request that is at least as large as the highest severity vulnerability associated with the request. The risk magnitude assigned to a vulnerability exploitation attempt is the exponential average of all of the magnitudes of all of the vulnerabilities referenced in the alert.

\[
R(\eta_j) = \ln \left( \sum v_k \epsilon V(\eta_j) e^{(w_x \cdot SS(v_k))} \right)
\]  

The set \( V(\eta_j) \), with members \( v_k \) is the set of all vulnerability exploitation signatures triggered by the request \( \eta_j \). \( SS(v_k) \) is the magnitude of the vulnerability \( v_k \) and \( w_x \) is a weighting function that allows us to optionally amplify the impact of high-severity alerts.

Assigning Risk to Entities
The algorithm for calculating risk based on multiple events is a recursive formulation that allows the framework to efficiently maintain an accurate risk assessment for all of the entities interacting with, or being accessed by the access control system. We define two functions, one for the risk of a targeted resource and the other for the source of requests. The function \( TR(t_i, r_{t+1}) \), defined as Equation 2 is the risk assessed to the target \( t_i \) as a result of intrusive request \( r_{t+1} \). \( SR(s_i, r_{t+1}) \), defined as Equation 3 is the risk assessed to the source \( s_i \) as a result of intrusive request \( r_{t+1} \).

\[
TR(t_i, r_{t+1}) = \ln \left( \epsilon e^{TR(t_i, r_{t+1})} + R(r_{t+1}) \right)
\]

\[
SR(s_i, r_{t+1}) = \ln \left( \epsilon e^{SR(s_i, r_{t+1})} + R(r_{t+1}) \right)
\]

We again take a weighted exponential average of the previous risk assessment for that entity with the risk implied by the most recent event. The \( \epsilon \) value, where
0 < \epsilon < 1 \text{ serves to weight the previous risk assessment for the entity with respect to the risk assessment for the newest event. This serves the function of decreasing the influence of older data in favor of newer data, but does so as triggered by new events, and not merely a uniform time dependency. This accommodates better assessing risk to entities with vastly different request frequencies.}

C. Intrusion Response and Attack Resistance

Strategy Selection

The strategies put forth in the literature for responding to intrusions and attempted system attacks are numerous and varied. Therefore, it is necessary to select only those that most closely match the requirements for achieving the desired goal: namely, attack resistant access control. The first restriction is that the responses applied should serve to manipulate some element in the access control domain. Access control is primarily concerned with a set of subjects, a set of objects and the specific operations that each subject can perform on each object. So our response technique must manipulate these permissions, either at the subject side (by designating which actions a subject can perform) or at the object side (designating what can be done with the object). The second requirement is that the strategy or response can be triggered using risk data.

A number of different intrusion responses are detailed in [14, 15]. Using the criteria just discussed, however, the following three strategies were selected as appropriate for this application: 1) forcing (additional) authentication, 2) restricting subject permissions 3) restricting object permissions.

Response Triggering

The next aspect of the strategy to detail is the activation of the selected response techniques: based on what criteria will they be enacted and how will those criteria be described. Our approach to response selection is roughly within the third category of the intrusion response taxonomy mentioned in - cost-sensitive response selection. The author of the access control policy is responsible for deciding which security risk factors (i.e. global system risk, risk from the requesting source or risk to the target) will be used during the process of evaluating whether or not a request will be permitted. These individual measures are therefore the inputs into the response selection process. Each risk factor is then matched with a threshold that determines when the action associated with the factors should be performed.

Although the cost determination equations for response selection are highly system dependent, the risk progression in Table 1 is provided as an example and has been tested using the model discussed previously. For this specific progression, the attacker executes exploitation attempts of mid-severity every 60 seconds. The risk progression would change if any of the variables such as the risk rating of the individual requests, the inter arrival time between requests, or the weighting of the low, medium and high level risk events were adjusted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request Number</th>
<th>Risk Estimation</th>
<th>Number of Previous Requests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.65</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>32.19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>36.11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>38.92</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>41.11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>42.91</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>44.43</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>45.75</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>46.92</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the example risk progression, the following sample conditions are provided for performing each of the previously mentioned intrusion responses:

1. if Source_Risk >= 36.11 OR System_Risk >= 53.8 THEN Force_Authentication
2. if Target_Risk >= 41.11 THEN Restrict_Permission_X_On_Object
3. if Source_Risk >= 41.11 THEN Restrict_Permission_X_For_Subject

The first condition forces authentication for the subject if the risk generated by the subject exceeds 36.11 (roughly three exploitation attempts of mid-severity) or if the overall system level threat exceeds 53.8 (fifteen exploitation attempts). The second condition denies the subject from performing action X on the object if the target risk has risen at or above 41.11 (meaning it has received 5 or more exploitation attempts). The last condition denies the subject from performing action X on any objects if the source risk is at or above 41.11 (meaning that 5 or more exploitation attempts have been attributed to that subject).

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Overview

A method is proposed for real-time assessment of the risk associated with the source and the target of access requests based on past evidences of vulnerability exploitation. Each request which triggers a vulnerability exploitation is assigned a risk magnitude based on the severity of the threat. By aggregating the risk assessments for all of the requests initiated by a source or directed to a target, we arrive at a risk assessment for that entity. We rely on filtering alerts for exploitation of concrete vulnerabilities in addition to configuration verification, to reduce false positives and increase the accuracy of the risk estimation.

B. Architecture
The primary components of the framework architecture are an alert server, which receives and processes assessment information, an analysis server, which responds to requests for analysis data, and the actual access control mechanisms which performs policy evaluation and enforcement. The access control system integrated with this architecture is the Apache webserver. The webserver is extended to perform the three intrusion responses discussed previously as the means to attack resistance: forcing additional authentication, restricting user permissions and restricting access to a target. Based on the resource and the actions available on that resource, a threshold is determined for the source and target associated risk above which, requests are denied. The intrusion detection system listens on the link for incoming requests and reports alerts for any requests that seem intrusive (in this case specifically, those requests that appear to be an attempt to exploit a known software vulnerability). The raw alerts from the IDS are passed through the alert processing server that performs any required filtering and also updates the risk assessments for the appropriate entities. Finally, the data from the new events is stored in an event database.

![Figure 1: Proposed ABACUS System Architecture](image)

The architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

**Alert Processing Server**

The alert processing module is responsible for extracting the information for each of the tables mentioned previously from the alerts it receives. In addition it can perform the functions of filtering out alerts that do not reference concrete vulnerabilities, or alerts for which the vulnerability does not match the current system configuration. Because of the nature of the analysis model, many of the most critical analysis functions are actually performed by the alert server. The present analysis model requires that the primary analysis function (updating risk values for entities) occurs as the events are processed (and consequently must be performed by the alert server and not by another entity).

**Analysis Server**

The analysis server receives client requests for assessment data, extracts the appropriate information from the event database and sends a response to the client (in this case the webserver).

**Event Database**

The event database is backed by a relational database implementation (in this case MySQL). Some of the structure of this database was derived from the IDMEF schema [16]. Some of the tables contained in the event database are the following:

- **CVSS Vulnerabilities** - this table stores information regarding current vulnerabilities from the National Vulnerability Database (NVD), which has adopted the CVSS scoring system. Each vulnerability is listed with its CVSS base score, exploit subscore, impact subscore, overall score and vector.
- **Network Access Requests** - Entries in this table are generated on the receipt of an IDS alert by the alert processing engine. The IP address and port of the source node are listed with the IP address and port of the target node. The time of the request, action being performed and target entity are also included in this table.
- **Entity Tables** - individual tables for the Nodes, Ports, Files and Users references in requests
  - **Intrusion Assessments** - this table links individual requests to an intrusion assessment. Each assessment provides a classification for the event, its severity (which may be provided by the intrusion detection sensor) and whether or not the attack completed successfully.
  - **Vulnerability Descriptions** - a vulnerability description provides information on a concrete software vulnerability. Each vulnerability description is provided by a vulnerability database (for the purposes of this study we only use CVE vulnerabilities because they have an objective scoring system). Each vulnerability description, therefore, only links to one element in the table of cvss vulnerabilities and, consequently, only has one base score.
  - **Request Risk Cache** - this table stores a calculated risk value for each request ID by querying for the cvss score for all of the vulnerability descriptions that are linked to an intrusion assessment (and which provide a CVE ID). As mentioned in the section describing the model, the exponential average of all of the cvss scores for the vulnerability descriptions used in a particular intrusion assessment are taken, and this value is stored in the request risk cache. When a particular risk handler queries the risk cache to produce a risk evaluation for a particular entity, the risk estimate is multiplied by the decay factor to produce a dynamic risk estimate for that particular request.

**C. Access Control System**

The access control system used with the second approach was the Apache webserver. In order to make as few modifications as possible to its existing access control policy evaluation mechanism, the ability to make and specify custom access control handlers for certain resources was utilized. Rather than returning a value for a specific attribute and querying against the event database within the access control handlers, the querying and analysis functions were abstracted into an external analysis server that provides risk analysis as a service. Requesting access control systems (such as the Apache webserver implementation) submit requests to the
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read threshold_values;
read request_properties;
request source_risk from analysis_server;
if(source_risk > lockout_threshold)
    { response = DENY_REQUEST; }
else if(request_action == A1 AND source_risk > A1_threshold)
    { response = DENY_REQUEST; }
else if(request_action == A2 AND source_risk > A2_threshold)
    { response = DENY_REQUEST; }
else if(request_action == A3 AND source_risk > A3_threshold)
    { response = DENY_REQUEST; }
else if(request_action == A4 AND source_risk > A4_threshold)
    { response = DENY_REQUEST; }
return response;

2. A request to the risk analysis server is generated specifying a) which type of analysis data is required and b) the identifier for the subject or object of the request.

3. Once the risk value is returned, it is compared with the threshold(s) specified in the configuration file to determine if the request should be denied.

4. If none of the thresholds are violated, the request is permitted.

Force Authentication Implementation

The policy configuration for the access control module to force authentication is shown in Fig. 4.

read threshold_values;
read request_properties;
request source_risk from analysis_server;
request target_risk from analysis_server;
request system_risk from analysis_server;
if(source_risk>source_threshold OR target_risk > target_threshold OR system_risk > system_threshold) 
    send authentication_request;
if(credentials_incorrect)
    { return AUTHENTICATION_REQUIRED; }
else
    { return AUTHENTICATION_GRANTED; }
else
    {return NO_AUTHENTICATION_REQUIRED;}

The authentication module was actually written as a content handler, because the Authentication handlers are somewhat restricted and would not allow for the type of random challenge authentication that was desired in this case. The example shown establishes three independent thresholds, any of which could be used to trigger authentication for the requesting source. The corresponding pseudo code for the authentication module is shown in Fig. 5.

The system threshold is higher to limit the number of authentication requests that are necessary when the risk for a particular source or target is not yet at a suspicious level. It also offers protection for as-yet untouched resources when the majority of intrusive traffic is concentrated elsewhere in the system.

The analysis server receives requests and then loads the appropriate risk analysis module, dynamically generating queries to the event database to select the appropriate events. The risk module then generates the risk measure which is returned to the service requester.
The first set of results pertains to the evaluation of the risk analysis model. The goal of this testing is to demonstrate the following:

1. That the essential assumption of the model - that of escalating risk - is valid for scenarios that involve successive, related intrusion attempts
2. That this assumption can be validated experimentally using real data sets
3. That various techniques exist, and can be used effectively, to deal with some of the problems regarding data quality including: false positives and false negatives

Similar results were presented for an earlier version of the analysis model in [17]. The data for the tests were from the first of the two scenario-specific data sets provided by the Lincoln Laboratory [18]. The data set records a distributed denial of service attack and was divided into the following five phases: 1) an IP sweep of the target network from a remote site 2) a probe of live IP's to look for the sadmind daemon running on Solaris hosts 3) break-ins via the sadmind vulnerability, both successful and unsuccessful on those hosts 4) installation of the trojan mstream DDoS software on three hosts in the target network and 5) launching the denial of service attack. Initial test results showed the intruder (as described in the provided labeling data) with the highest risk rating after a majority of the attack had concluded. Unsatisfactorily, however, due to false positives early in the tests some other nodes were initially given higher risk ratings during the first phases of the attack. In addition, the overall number of nodes that were assessed as potential intruders was high. Two different alert filtering techniques were applied, in an effort to improve the data accuracy and reduce false positives. The first was to use a technique proposed in [1] to filter out alerts that do not correspond to the exploitation of a 'concrete vulnerability'. A concrete vulnerability is defined in this case as one which is listed in the CVE [6], a standardized database for software vulnerabilities. In order to compile a working database to check vulnerability signatures, the latest CVE entries were downloaded and stored in a relational database. The results for the second round of testing using the concrete vulnerability filtering are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

The latter part of the risk progression is relatively flat because the intrusion detection system being used failed to detect some of the later events involved in the attack sequence. And while the risk model does not make provisions for detecting attacks which are missed by intrusion assessment mechanisms, the use of historical data to assess the threat posed by the source at least ensures that the same risk level based on earlier behavior is maintained. In this way, the model is somewhat tolerant of missed detections.

The risk assessments in the second set of test results were still somewhat inaccurate; a number of nodes on the local network were rated as suspicious and up until approximately the 9th sampling iteration the actual intruder does not have the highest risk rating. A second alert filtering technique was used to further increase the accuracy of the assessment: configuration verification. This is similar to the approach of verify alerts using network knowledge as discussed in [19, 20]. In this case, a database was constructed with all of the known, labeled nodes in the data set, the operating system running on the node and its version of the operating system. Each time an alert was generated this database was consulted to see if the vulnerability being reported actually matched the configuration of the targeted machine. If there was no match, the alert was discarded. Using these two filtering techniques in conjunction the risk assessment reflected the single-intruder nature of the data set, as shown in Fig. 8.

After applying the filtering techniques, the results for target risk estimation were improved. Final results for target risk estimation are shown in Fig. 9: only the nodes actually attacked in the data set are rated, and those nodes for which successful attacks are launched are rated with the highest risk values.
VI. EVALUATING THE EFFECT OF RISK DATA ON ACCESS CONTROL POLICY ENFORCEMENT

This second set of testing results is designed to demonstrate results of testing the second of the two architectures (the risk analysis server integrated with Apache) with real time incoming requests. In order to effectively illustrate the effect of the three chosen response techniques, three different scenarios were generated with a webserver traffic simulator and requests were sent to two different webservers: one using the three analysis modules described previously, and another only using the notion of the global system threat to trigger response techniques. Whereas validation of the risk model could be performed with a captured data set being replayed over the network, the use of the response strategies will require active connections to the access control system and hence demands live traffic.

The traffic simulator creates an array of requesting nodes \( S \) where \( s_i \) is a member of \( S \), each with an intrusiveness rating \( i_i \), an inter-request period \( p \) and a total request life \( l \). The webserver is arranged as an array of target resources \( T \) (where \( t_i \) is a member of \( T \)). Each \( t_i \) has a set of valid actions \( \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\} \) and invalid or intrusive actions \( \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_k\} \). Every \( p \) seconds (or some randomized derivative of \( p \) seconds) request source \( s_i \) selects a member of \( T \) and then based on its intrusiveness rating, selects either a normal or intrusive action to perform on the resource. Sources with a higher \( i_i \), have a greater probability of selecting an intrusive action for each request. In practice, these intrusiveness or maliciousness ratings range from 0% to 90%.

The risk analysis model was fixed for the simulation of the three scenarios detailed below. Vulnerability weightings were the following: high severity \( w(H) = 3 \), medium severity \( w(M) = 2 \) and low severity \( w(L) = 1 \). The risk multiplier \( (\gamma) \) was set to 10, to provide a more noticeable difference between various assessments.

Scenario 1: Single Intruder, Vulnerability Probing

In this first scenario, a single intruder executes intrusive requests on several system resources - a method indicative of probing for which vulnerabilities have been patched or which configuration holes have been closed. The rest of the sources generating system requests are normal users - executing little or no requests that could be categorized as intrusive. The requests were generated over the course of a three hour simulation. The request trace for the intruder demonstrates that requests for different actions are denied based on his overall risk profile and eventually the intruder is locked out from all system requests. Meanwhile, requests from the other users are still permitted. A summary of the results for a simulation of this scenario are presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Server 1 (Source Risk)</th>
<th>Server 2 (System Risk)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Requests</td>
<td>2472</td>
<td>2472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Intrusive Requests</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrusive Requests Denied</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Denied</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Normal Requests</td>
<td>2242</td>
<td>2242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Requests Denied</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Denied</td>
<td>.7%</td>
<td>78.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this scenario all of the intrusive requests were from the single intruder. Server 1 began to deny requests from the intruder after their source risk passed the threshold of 45. The normal requests blocked by server 1 were also from the intruder. Once the system risk for server 2 passes the threshold, it begins to deny requests from all sources.
Scenario 2: Multiple Intruders, Single Target, Many-to-One Attack

In the second scenario, multiple intruders target the same resource with two different attacks. This could correspond to the publication of a new vulnerability for an existing service. In the interim period some non-intrusive requests are allowed on the resource, but when the target risk reaches the threshold, all requests to the target are denied. A summary of the results for a simulation of this scenario are presented in Table 3.

The testing for scenario two demonstrates that using target risk when a particular resource is being targeted can increase the number of intrusive requests that are blocked while maintaining availability for the other system resources. During this simulation, both the system risk and the target risk for the targeted resource peaked at 83. This was due to the fact that all of the intrusive requests in the entire system were directed at the same resource. While the system risk threshold could have been raised to decrease the percentage of normal requests that were denied, it would have also increased the number of intrusive requests that were blocked.

Scenario 3: Multiple Attackers on Various Resources

In the third scenario, multiple intruders attack multiple system resources. This could correspond to a system with high traffic levels that sees exploitation attempts on multiple resources from multiple sources in a given period of time. Using both source and target risk levels, requests at various points in the overall request trace are responded to by a request for authentication. Eventually when the system risk level passes the threshold, all initial requests are responded to by requests for authentication. A summary of the results for a simulation of this scenario are presented in Table 4. The simulation was run for approximately 2.5 hours with nodes generating requests at all levels of maliciousness (and thus there is no clear intruder).
Due to the use of source, target and system risk information, the policy for server one was stricter. Despite this, the proportion of non-intrusive requests that were responded to by a request for authentication was only four percent higher than for server two. This number of non-intrusive requests also includes requests from nodes with high maliciousness ratings such as 90%, which would otherwise be deemed intruders but were classified at non-intrusive because the particular request being classified was not intrusive.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Another key challenge was how to design an attack response that was tempered and still effective. We chose to use a strategy of restricting access permissions as the response to likely intrusive behavior by attaching risk thresholds to permissions on the controlled resources. A risk assessment was synthesized from the provided data on vulnerability exploitation attempts in order to provide a quantifiable measurement of the changing state of system entities in relation to their prospect of being attacked. Because the risk assessments were calculated for individual system entities, the assessment data also allowed for more granular responses.

The actual results of the attack simulations showed a marked improvement for the ratio of intrusive requests that were denied using the risk assessments. In the scenario that simulated an attacker performing vulnerability probing against the webserver, 99% of the intrusive requests were denied, while only .7% of the normal requests were denied. In the case of multiple intruders for one target attack, the framework denied 93.5% of the intrusive requests while only denying 9.2% of the non-intrusive requests. Even in the scenario of multiple intruders on multiple resources, where authentication was employed as a response, more intrusive requests were authenticated than non-intrusive ones (93.5% to 87.9%, respectively), leading to a more efficient use of resources over the approach of authenticating all requests in situations of elevated risk.
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